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Saving 2.0
Making saving fun
The Future of Banking –
Today!
Every successful business
excels in at least one area!
In this series, we present
selected models of success,
called “Patterns”, as
potential starting points for
the future of your bank.
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How to give saving a new image
The Pattern “Saving 2.0 – Making saving fun” helps
customers save for specific goals (eg, a wedding or
a new mobile phone) in an innovative way.
The strategic alliance between an online platform and a bank
allows customers to leverage social networks and media to
track progress and meet an individual savings goal. Payment
options like gift cards offer financial benefits for the clients.
Based on the alliance with the online platform, the bank is
enabled to capture deposits and relevant customer
information from prominent consumer segments, such as
Generation Y.
The platform benefits from minimal overhead and staff costs.
It can develop a profitable business model based on crossselling opportunities that can be replicated in global markets.
The platform acts as an intermediary between the customer
and the bank. Saving shall become a community experience
with friends and family. As the customer allows his social
environment to participate in the savings process, saving
becomes a social event and thus gains in importance.
Motivation
With the establishment of the online platform, the operators
saw the opportunity to position themselves as an intermediary
between a customer, a bank and retailers in the cycle of
investment and consumption. The bank for its part, aimed to
create a stable source of deposits, without having to face
the intense interest competition. With a view to cross-selling,
the second motivation of the bank was the generation of
information from a hitherto untapped online-savvy clientele.

Our assessment
Benefits for the bank
Qualitative
• Image boost in times of financial crisis.
• Connection to Generation Y, who are now reaching the
age where they start to earn and spend more heavily.
• Greater relevance through the integration of new
distribution and communication channels (eg, social
media).
• Access to relevant customer data (eg, customers who
are saving for a wedding are more likely to need a
mortgage)
Quantitative
• Increase in deposit volume by acquiring new
customers – almost $3bn in savings goals reached in
four years.
Possible enhancements
• Savings can only be used once the goal is reached or
closed. More flexibility regarding switching the
savings goal or partial withdrawals would make the
platform even more attractive to customers.
• A greater advantage can be gained by banks that are
able to create their own online platforms without
strategic partnerships. In this case banks could avoid
the revenue share with the platform. This “make or
buy” decision should be arrived at after careful
deliberation.
Revenue growth

Conclusions
What worked well
• Thanks to the innovative product concept the bank was able
to escape the price competition to a certain extend.
• Thanks to the platform, significant savings could be
attracted (despite low interest rates).
What could have been done better
• There is the risk of a conflict of interest between the
platform and the bank. Matters like customer ownership,
customer data privacy and revenue share need to be
sufficiently clear in advance.
• The information the platform promulgates with regards to
terms and conditions is limited and could be more
transparent.
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How does the business model work?
The focus of the marketing efforts is on the innovative
“savings process” rather than the interest rate of the product.
Because of the perceived added value of this approach
customers are less inclined to shop around for higher interest
rates.
Savings are deposited and secured by the banking partner.
The primary source of income for the bank is the net interest
income. Furthermore the bank benefits from more reliable
savings contributions. The platform, on the other hand,
receives a fair share of the interest margin from the bank.
When the savings target is achieved, the customer has the
option, among other things, to transfer the money to a
cooperating retailer‘s gift card. Thereby special conditions
and discounts are offered. The trading partners receive a
commission for all completed sales transactions.
Customer communication takes places on the one hand
through the platform, using eg, social media. On the other
hand, the bank brings the innovative savings product to the
market through its direct channels and branches.
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Beneﬁts for our
client:
• Simple & smart tracking
of the saving progress
• Fun (linking savings to
social media)
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platform:
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How does the savings process work?
Create and leverage a goal
Customers create a savings goal online and open an
respective savings account. They set the amount they want to
reach. To support their savings goal, they can leverage their
social networks to share their goals and progress with family
and friends. Besides, the usage of so called „widgets“ allows
their family and friends to deposit money in order to support
the customer’s savings goal.

Beneﬁts for the
bank:
• Net interest income
• Detailed client data (eg
savings goal, amount)

Track and reach the goal
Customers track their progress through apps and the internet
and extend (if possible) their leverage by using social
networks – and ultimately reach their savings goal.
Redeem and receive the goal
As soon as the goal is met, customers can determine what they
want to do with the money they have saved. This can be one or
a combination of the following three options:
• Deposit money into their current account.
• Transfer the money to the platform’s debit card, which
allows them to earn cash back on every purchase made.
• Transfer the money to a retailer’s gift card, which allows for
discounts of up to more than 10%.

What is the value add for customers?

Changing the perspective on savings
The current economic crisis has changed the perspective
consumers have on saving. They switch to a more prudent
banking mindset and most people understand that it is logical
to save for a certain product or service before it is purchased.
The platform promotes this good financial habit by providing
the mechanism for people to save before they spend and
incorporating two elements:
• Social Networks – The platform enables its customers to
turn saving money into a social occasion by linking savings
to social media. In this case, the customer gets the feeling
that saving is fun again.
• Simple & Smart Tracking – The internet can be used to
track and share progress and to allow customers to see how
fast they are reaching their goals, making it exciting to save
money again. The amounts and intervals of savings are up to
the customers, and the goals are created in a fun, visual
format that is easy to understand and follow. Being able to
visually see the progress made in saving has a huge
psychological benefit, encouraging and rewarding saving.
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About us
Our clients face diverse challenges, strive to put new ideas
into practice and seek expert advice. They turn to us for
comprehensive support and practical solutions that deliver
maximum value. Whether for a global player, a family
business or a public institution, we leverage all of our assets:
experience, industry knowledge, high standards of quality,
commitment to innovation and the resources of our expert
network in 158 countries. Building a trusting and cooperative
relationship with our clients is particularly important to us –
the better we know and understand our clients’ needs, the
more effectively we can support them.
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Germany.
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We help our clients tackle current and future challenges in the
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